BY YORKVILLE SOUND

THE SYNERGY ARRAY SERIES

Yorkville Sound’s most powerful and flexible point source system.

The Synergy Array Series is a truly revolutionary active point source system with unmatched flexibility, power, and directivity control. The System offers users unrivaled simplicity without sacrificing sonic performance.

SA153
A full-range powered cabinet. Paired with the SA315S, this dynamic duo makes the ultimate point source speaker system. Scalable for club gigs of all sizes, outdoor festivals, inclined seating venues, and arenas.

1 DAY: $50  1 WEEK: $99  
FRI or SAT: $66  1 MONTH: $198

SA315S
A powered subwoofer with exceptionally high output and deep bass. Featuring 6500 watts (program), and 13,000 watts (peak).

1 DAY: $62  1 WEEK: $124  
FRI or SAT: $82  1 MONTH: $248

SA115S
Pair this subwoofer with the SA102 to create a smaller, lighter and more portable Synergy Array system without sacrificing the impressive bass Synergy is known for. Delivering 9000 watts (peak), and 4500 watts (program) in a compact cabinet.

1 DAY: $54  1 WEEK: $108  
FRI or SAT: $71  1 MONTH: $215

SA102
A smaller, lighter and more portable addition to the Synergy Array Series. Providing a reduced footprint without sacrificing sonic integrity, it’s ideal for medium to large venues, outdoor festivals and inclined seating theatres.

1 DAY: $38  1 WEEK: $75  
FRI or SAT: $50  1 MONTH: $150

ASK FOR DETAILS ON PURCHASING YOUR RENTAL | RENTAL PAYMENTS ACCEPTED
GUITARS

*Other models are available in-store. Call the location nearest you for details. Not all models available at all locations. Rates are subject to change without notice. $5.00 minimum required for rental.

ELECTRIC GUITARS

From:
1 DAY: $4 1 WEEK: $7
FRI or SAT: $5 1 MONTH: $13

FENDER AMERICAN PRO & PRO II STRATS & TELES

From:
1 DAY: $27 1 WEEK: $53
FRI or SAT: $35 1 MONTH: $105

FENDER PLAYER STRATS & TELES

From:
1 DAY: $13 1 WEEK: $25
FRI or SAT: $17 1 MONTH: $49

GIBSON LES PAULS

From:
1 DAY: $33 1 WEEK: $65
FRI or SAT: $43 1 MONTH: $130

EPiphone Semi-Hollow Electrics

From:
1 DAY: $11 1 WEEK: $21
FRI or SAT: $14 1 MONTH: $42

Gibson Les Paul Studios

From:
1 DAY: $24 1 WEEK: $48
FRI or SAT: $32 1 MONTH: $95

Gibson SGS

From:
1 DAY: $18 1 WEEK: $35
FRI or SAT: $24 1 MONTH: $70

Epiphone EB-0 Short Scale Bass

From:
1 DAY: $4 1 WEEK: $7
FRI or SAT: $5 1 MONTH: $13

Fender American Pro Basses

From:
1 DAY: $27 1 WEEK: $53
FRI or SAT: $35 1 MONTH: $105

Toby Basses

From:
1 DAY: $4 1 WEEK: $8
FRI or SAT: $5 1 MONTH: $15

Ibanez GSR205BK-5 5-String Bass

From:
1 DAY: $6 1 WEEK: $11
FRI or SAT: $8 1 MONTH: $22

Through Electronic Banking & TelPay | Ask About School Band Rentals
Other models are available in-store. Call the location nearest you for details. Not all models available at all locations. Rates are subject to change without notice. $5.00 minimum required for rental.

**GUITARS**

**RENTAL CATALOGUE**

*INQUIRE about our guitar & bass cabinets available to rent.*

**TRAYNOR YGL1 15w ALL-TUBE 1X12 COMBO**

- **1 DAY:** $10
- **FRI or SAT:** $13
- **1 WEEK:** $19
- **1 MONTH:** $38

**TRAYNOR DH15H DARK-HORSE 15W ALL-TUBE HEAD**

- **1 DAY:** $8
- **FRI or SAT:** $10
- **1 WEEK:** $15
- **1 MONTH:** $30

**MARSHALL JCM800 100w TUBE HEAD w/FX LOOP**

- **1 DAY:** $49
- **FRI or SAT:** $65
- **1 WEEK:** $88
- **1 MONTH:** $195

**TRAYNOR SB106 SMALL BLOCK BASS COMBO AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $7
- **FRI or SAT:** $9
- **1 WEEK:** $14
- **1 MONTH:** $27

**TRAYNOR SB112 200w 1X10 BASS COMBO AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $8
- **FRI or SAT:** $10
- **1 WEEK:** $15
- **1 MONTH:** $29

**FENDER BLUES JR. IV 15w 1X12 TUBE COMBO**

- **1 DAY:** $12
- **FRI or SAT:** $15
- **1 WEEK:** $23
- **1 MONTH:** $45

**HARTKIE HD15 15w 6.5” BASS COMBO**

- **1 DAY:** $2
- **FRI or SAT:** $3
- **1 WEEK:** $4
- **1 MONTH:** $8

**FENDER HOT ROD DELUXE IV 40w TUBE COMBO**

- **1 DAY:** $15
- **FRI or SAT:** $20
- **1 WEEK:** $30
- **1 MONTH:** $60

**TRAYNOR YBA300 300w ALL-TUBE BASS AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $22
- **FRI or SAT:** $29
- **1 WEEK:** $43
- **1 MONTH:** $85

**FENDER DELUXE '65 GUITAR AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $26
- **FRI or SAT:** $35
- **1 WEEK:** $52
- **1 MONTH:** $104

**AMPEG SVT-CL 300w CLASSIC BASS HEAD**

- **1 DAY:** $38
- **FRI or SAT:** $50
- **1 WEEK:** $75
- **1 MONTH:** $150

**VOX AC30C2 GUITAR AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $27
- **FRI or SAT:** $36
- **1 WEEK:** $64
- **1 MONTH:** $108

**LINE 6 GUITAR AMPS**

- **From:**
  - **1 DAY:** $3
  - **FRI or SAT:** $4
  - **1 WEEK:** $6
  - **1 MONTH:** $11

**TRAYNOR DH15H DARK-HORSE 15w ALL-TUBE HEAD**

- **1 DAY:** $8
- **FRI or SAT:** $10
- **1 WEEK:** $15
- **1 MONTH:** $30

**MARSHALL JCM800 100w TUBE HEAD w/FX LOOP**

- **1 DAY:** $49
- **FRI or SAT:** $65
- **1 WEEK:** $88
- **1 MONTH:** $195

**TRAYNOR SB106 SMALL BLOCK BASS COMBO AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $7
- **FRI or SAT:** $9
- **1 WEEK:** $14
- **1 MONTH:** $27

**TRAYNOR SB112 200w 1X10 BASS COMBO AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $8
- **FRI or SAT:** $10
- **1 WEEK:** $15
- **1 MONTH:** $29

**FENDER BLUES JR. IV 15w 1X12 TUBE COMBO**

- **1 DAY:** $12
- **FRI or SAT:** $15
- **1 WEEK:** $23
- **1 MONTH:** $45

**HARTKIE HD15 15w 6.5” BASS COMBO**

- **1 DAY:** $2
- **FRI or SAT:** $3
- **1 WEEK:** $4
- **1 MONTH:** $8

**FENDER HOT ROD DELUXE IV 40w TUBE COMBO**

- **1 DAY:** $15
- **FRI or SAT:** $20
- **1 WEEK:** $30
- **1 MONTH:** $60

**TRAYNOR YBA300 300w ALL-TUBE BASS AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $22
- **FRI or SAT:** $29
- **1 WEEK:** $43
- **1 MONTH:** $85

**FENDER DELUXE '65 GUITAR AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $26
- **FRI or SAT:** $35
- **1 WEEK:** $52
- **1 MONTH:** $104

**AMPEG SVT-CL 300w CLASSIC BASS HEAD**

- **1 DAY:** $38
- **FRI or SAT:** $50
- **1 WEEK:** $75
- **1 MONTH:** $150

**VOX AC30C2 GUITAR AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $27
- **FRI or SAT:** $36
- **1 WEEK:** $64
- **1 MONTH:** $108

**LINE 6 GUITAR AMPS**

- **From:**
  - **1 DAY:** $3
  - **FRI or SAT:** $4
  - **1 WEEK:** $6
  - **1 MONTH:** $11

**TRAYNOR DH15H DARK-HORSE 15w ALL-TUBE HEAD**

- **1 DAY:** $8
- **FRI or SAT:** $10
- **1 WEEK:** $15
- **1 MONTH:** $30

**MARSHALL JCM800 100w TUBE HEAD w/FX LOOP**

- **1 DAY:** $49
- **FRI or SAT:** $65
- **1 WEEK:** $88
- **1 MONTH:** $195

**TRAYNOR SB106 SMALL BLOCK BASS COMBO AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $7
- **FRI or SAT:** $9
- **1 WEEK:** $14
- **1 MONTH:** $27

**TRAYNOR SB112 200w 1X10 BASS COMBO AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $8
- **FRI or SAT:** $10
- **1 WEEK:** $15
- **1 MONTH:** $29

**FENDER BLUES JR. IV 15w 1X12 TUBE COMBO**

- **1 DAY:** $12
- **FRI or SAT:** $15
- **1 WEEK:** $23
- **1 MONTH:** $45

**HARTKIE HD15 15w 6.5” BASS COMBO**

- **1 DAY:** $2
- **FRI or SAT:** $3
- **1 WEEK:** $4
- **1 MONTH:** $8

**FENDER HOT ROD DELUXE IV 40w TUBE COMBO**

- **1 DAY:** $15
- **FRI or SAT:** $20
- **1 WEEK:** $30
- **1 MONTH:** $60

**TRAYNOR YBA300 300w ALL-TUBE BASS AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $22
- **FRI or SAT:** $29
- **1 WEEK:** $43
- **1 MONTH:** $85

**FENDER DELUXE ’65 GUITAR AMP**

- **1 DAY:** $26
- **FRI or SAT:** $35
- **1 WEEK:** $52
- **1 MONTH:** $104

**AMPEG SVT-CL 300w CLASSIC BASS HEAD**

- **1 DAY:** $38
- **FRI or SAT:** $50
- **1 WEEK:** $75
- **1 MONTH:** $150

**INQUIRE about our guitar & bass cabinets available to rent.**

---

**ASK FOR DETAILS ON PURCHASING YOUR RENTAL & RENTAL PAYMENTS ACCEPTED**
NYLON FULL SIZE CLASSICAL GUITARS
1/2 & 3/4 sizes also available.

FULL SIZE ACOUSTIC GUITARS

DREADNOUGHT CUTAWAY ACOUSTICS

GIBSON J-45

TAYLOR 314CE VCL SOLID WOOD ACOUSTIC GUITAR

DENVER DB44SCE-NAT ACOUSTIC BASS

BANJOS

MANDOLINS

EPHrone DOBRO HOUND DOG

TRAYNOR AMMINI ACOUSTIC AMP

XVIVE AUDIO U2 GUITAR WIRELESS SYSTEM

EFFECTS PEDALS

MULTI EFFECTS

THROUGH ELECTRONIC BANKING & TELPAY | ASK ABOUT SCHOOL BAND RENTALS
*Other models are available in-store. Call the location nearest you for details. Not all models available at all locations. Rates are subject to change without notice. $5.00 minimum required for rental.

**RECORDING & DJ**

**APEX WIDE DIAPHRAGM CONDENSER MICROPHONES**
From:
- 1 DAY: $3
- FRI or SAT: $4
- 1 WEEK: $6
- 1 MONTH: $12

**USB CONDENSER MICROPHONES**
From:
- 1 DAY: $4
- FRI or SAT: $5
- 1 WEEK: $8
- 1 MONTH: $15

**NEUMANN & AKG CONDENSER MICROPHONES**
From:
- 1 DAY: $24
- FRI or SAT: $32
- 1 WEEK: $48
- 1 MONTH: $95

**AKG D112 MKII LARGE DIAPHRAGM CARDIOID DYNAMIC MIC**
- 1 DAY: $7
- FRI or SAT: $9
- 1 WEEK: $13
- 1 MONTH: $25

**APEX 385 PREMIUM NEODYMIUM MIC w/XLR CABLE**
- 1 DAY: $3
- FRI or SAT: $4
- 1 WEEK: $5
- 1 MONTH: $10

**SHURE SM57 / SM58 UNIDIRECTIONAL DYNAMIC MIC**
- 1 DAY: $4
- FRI or SAT: $5
- 1 WEEK: $7
- 1 MONTH: $14

**ASTON STEALTH ACTIVE DYNAMIC MIC**
- 1 DAY: $8
- FRI or SAT: $10
- 1 WEEK: $15
- 1 MONTH: $30

**SHOTGUN CONDENSER MICROPHONES**
From:
- 1 DAY: $5
- FRI or SAT: $7
- 1 WEEK: $10
- 1 MONTH: $20

**APEX DRUM MICROPHONES**
From:
- 1 DAY: $2
- FRI or SAT: $3
- 1 WEEK: $4
- 1 MONTH: $8

**LINE 6 L6XDV75 SERIES WIRELESS MIC SYSTEMS**
From:
- 1 DAY: $14
- FRI or SAT: $19
- 1 WEEK: $28
- 1 MONTH: $55

**SHURE P3TR112GR PSM300 WIRELESS IN-EAR SYSTEM**
Earbuds not included.
- 1 DAY: $15
- FRI or SAT: $20
- 1 WEEK: $30
- 1 MONTH: $60

**BOSS VE20 DUAL PEDAL VOCAL PROCESSOR**
- 1 DAY: $7
- FRI or SAT: $9
- 1 WEEK: $13
- 1 MONTH: $25

**ZOOM H5 4-CHANNEL HANDHELD RECORDER**
- 1 DAY: $10
- FRI or SAT: $13
- 1 WEEK: $19
- 1 MONTH: $38

**ASK FOR DETAILS ON PURCHASING YOUR RENTAL | RENTAL PAYMENTS ACCEPTED**
**RENTAL CATALOGUE 2021/22**

**USB INTERFACES**
From:
- 1 DAY: $5
- FRI or SAT: $7
- 1 WEEK: $10
- 1 MONTH: $20

---

**ZOOM LIVETRAK L-8 PORTABLE 8-CHANNEL MIXER AND RECORDER**
- 1 DAY: $13
- FRI or SAT: $17
- 1 WEEK: $25
- 1 MONTH: $49

---

**ART TRANSX 2-CHANNEL MIC PREAMP**
- 1 DAY: $10
- FRI or SAT: $13
- 1 WEEK: $19
- 1 MONTH: $38

---

**YORKVILLE YSM5 55w BIAmplified ACTIVE STUDIO MONITORS (PAIR)**
- 1 DAY: $6
- FRI or SAT: $8
- 1 WEEK: $12
- 1 MONTH: $24

---

**PIONEER DDJ-1000/SRT DJ CONTROLLER FOR SERATO DJ PRO**
From:
- 1 DAY: $38
- FRI or SAT: $50
- 1 WEEK: $75
- 1 MONTH: $150

---

**PIONEER DJ DM-900NXS2 PROFESSIONAL DJ MIXER**
- 1 DAY: $55
- FRI or SAT: $73
- 1 WEEK: $110
- 1 MONTH: $220

---

**PIONEER DDJ-SB3 2-CHANNEL CONTROLLER FOR SERATO DJ LITE**
- 1 DAY: $7
- FRI or SAT: $9
- 1 WEEK: $13
- 1 MONTH: $25

---

**ZOOM HI-DEFINITION HANDHELD AUDIO/ VIDEO RECORDER**
- 1 DAY: $12
- FRI or SAT: $16
- 1 WEEK: $24
- 1 MONTH: $48

---

**EXM400 COMPACT COMPLETE ALL-IN-ONE PA**
Lightweight and super portable, the EXM400 delivers on performance, features and user-friendliness.

- 400-watt, 4-channel Bluetooth enabled active stereo PA system built with mobile live sound use in mind.
- Lightweight compact extension speakers and versatile input/mixer functions for ease-of-use in small solo or duo performances, DJ applications, conferencing and public address functions.

**ART TUBEMIX 5-CHANNEL RECORDING MIXER**
- 1 DAY: $4
- FRI or SAT: $5
- 1 WEEK: $7
- 1 MONTH: $13

---

**KARAOKE SOLUTIONS**
ASK ABOUT OUR KARAOKE OPTIONS!
SYSTEM ONE 2000w PACKAGE
For up to 150-200 people
Great for music playback and performances requiring high output with ease of use.

- 2 x NX55P-2 1000w 12" Speakers
- 2 x SKS-09B Heavy Steel Speaker Stands

1 DAY: $30  
FRI or SAT: $38  
1 WEEK: $56  
1 MONTH: $108

SYSTEM TWO 2800w PACKAGE
For up to 250-300 people
Perfect for Mobile DJs and live bands looking for an extremely smooth and precise sounding loudspeaker.

- 2 x PS12P 1400w 12" Speakers
- 2 x SKS-09B Speaker Stands

1 DAY: $36  
FRI or SAT: $46  
1 WEEK: $70  
1 MONTH: $136

SYSTEM THREE 2800w PACKAGE
For up to 300-350 people
The same great sonic clarity as System Two with even more bass!

- 2 x PS15P 1400w 15" Speakers
- 2 x SKS-09B Speaker Stands

1 DAY: $40  
FRI or SAT: $52  
1 WEEK: $78  
1 MONTH: $154

SYSTEM FOUR 1200w PACKAGE
For up to 100-150 people
A compact package designed to produce high output for its size, this speaker shines particularly in the vocal range which makes it ideal for voice reproduction.

- 2 x EF10P 600w 10+1.5" Powered PA Speakers
- 2 x SKS-09B Heavy Steel Speaker Stands

1 DAY: $34  
FRI or SAT: $44  
1 WEEK: $66  
1 MONTH: $130

SYSTEM FIVE WIRELESS PACKAGE
The ultimate mobile/wireless solution
A wireless, rechargeable battery-powered speaker system for small gatherings or street performances.

- 2 x EXM-MOBILE Mini Battery-Powered PA
- 1 x XWE-U3 Wireless System
- 1 x MC-50N or MC-25N Microphone Cable
- 1 x APEX31 Dynamic Handheld Microphone
- 1 x MS-206B Tripod Boom Stand
- 2 x SKS-09B Steel Speaker Stands

1 DAY: $33  
FRI or SAT: $42  
1 WEEK: $61  
1 MONTH: $119

SYSTEM SIX 4200w PACKAGE
For up to 350-400 people
A scalable system designed to deliver wide coverage with excellent overall response in a versatile, lightweight package.

- 2 x PSA1 PARALINE Active Bi-Amped PA Loudspeakers
- 2 x PSA1S Compact Active Subwoofers
- 2 x SW-TUBEHD Satellite Poles

1 DAY: $108  
FRI or SAT: $142  
1 WEEK: $212  
1 MONTH: $422

CHECK OUT more gear and rates
long-mcquade.com/rentals

ASK FOR DETAILS ON PURCHASING YOUR RENTAL & RENTAL PAYMENTS ACCEPTED
THROUGH ELECTRONIC BANKING & TELPAY | ASK ABOUT SCHOOL BAND RENTALS

**APEX DELUXE DRUM MICROPHONE PACK**

1 DAY: $7
FRI or SAT: $9
1 WEEK: $13
1 MONTH: $25

**SUGGESTION ONE**

Light up your stage.
- 2 x LPLED4X Dimmer Bars
- 2 x SKS21B Speaker Stands
- 1 x LP-C12 LightPro Controller

1 DAY: $50
FRI or SAT: $73
1 WEEK: $100
1 MONTH: $198

**SAMSON SWC99HQ-8 HANDHELD WIRELESS SYSTEM**

1 DAY: $9
FRI or SAT: $12
1 WEEK: $18
1 MONTH: $35

**SUGGESTION TWO**

Great for small stages – for a duo or presentation.
- 1 x LP-LED4X Dimmer Bar
- 1 x LP-C4 Compact Lighting System Controller
- 1 x SKS-21B Speaker Stand

1 DAY: $27
FRI or SAT: $39
1 WEEK: $53
1 MONTH: $105

**YORKVILLE 8-CHANNEL PGM8 MIXER**

1 DAY: $6
FRI or SAT: $8
1 WEEK: $11
1 MONTH: $22

**YORKVILLE 14-CHANNEL VGM14 MIXER**

1 DAY: $10
FRI or SAT: $13
1 WEEK: $19
1 MONTH: $37

**DJ LIGHTING**

From:
- 1 DAY: $4
- FRI or SAT: $5
- 1 WEEK: $8
- 1 MONTH: $15

**APEX MEGAUSB SQUARE HORN MEGAPHONE**

1 DAY: $4
FRI or SAT: $5
1 WEEK: $8
1 MONTH: $15

**SCREENS AND PROJECTORS AVAILABLE FOR RENT!**

**SNAKES AVAILABLE TO RENT!**
EXCURSION MINI BATTERY POWERED PA

EXM-MOBILE

Put the days of renting power generators for specialty gigs behind you.

- Canadian designed and manufactured, this ultra-compact, battery-powered, portable PA system hosts three discrete input channels with individual volume/tone controls.
- Features a 3-channel mixer with onboard effects and Bluetooth streaming, and a battery life LED indicator.

1 DAY: $11  1 WEEK: $21
FRI or SAT: $14  1 MONTH: $42

EXCURSION SERIES BATTERY SUBWOOFER

EXM MOBILE SUB

The first ever lithium-ion battery powered subwoofer in pro audio history.

- Canadian designed and manufactured, this ultra-compact battery-powered portable sub is compatible with all products in the EXM Mobile series, and includes Bluetooth streaming technology.
- Weighing in at only 30 lbs, the EXM Mobile Sub can be carried in one hand.

1 DAY: $10  1 WEEK: $20
FRI or SAT: $14  1 MONTH: $40

EXCURSION 12" BATTERY POWERED PA

EXM-MOBILE-12

Put the days of renting power generators for specialty gigs behind you.

- Canadian designed and manufactured, this battery-powered, portable, PA-in-a-box boasts 5.5 hours of runtime at full output power and a standby battery life well in excess of 48 hours.
- Features a 3-channel mixer with onboard effects and Bluetooth enabling for plug-and-play versatility.

1 DAY: $16  1 WEEK: $32
FRI or SAT: $11  1 MONTH: $24

EXCURSION MINI BATTERY POWERED PA

EXM MOBILE8

A lightweight 3-way battery-powered speaker. The perfect solution for the musician on the go.

- The 3-way design provides max bass and ultra intelligibility, and the multi-angle geometry offers flexibility to fit any environment.
- 8" woofer with coaxial driver.
- Features an integrated digital effects processor, Bluetooth streaming, and minimum 5 hour battery life per charge.

1 DAY: $9  1 WEEK: $18
FRI or SAT: $12  1 MONTH: $35

EXM MOBILE SERIES BATTERY POWERED PA

EXCURSION 12" BATTERY POWERED PA

EXM-MOBILE-12

Put the days of renting power generators for specialty gigs behind you.

- Canadian designed and manufactured, this ultra-compact, battery-powered, portable PA system hosts three discrete input channels with individual volume/tone controls.
- Features a 3-channel mixer with onboard effects and Bluetooth streaming, and a battery life LED indicator.

1 DAY: $11  1 WEEK: $21
FRI or SAT: $14  1 MONTH: $42

EXCURSION SERIES BATTERY SUBWOOFER

EXM MOBILE SUB

The first ever lithium-ion battery powered subwoofer in pro audio history.

- Canadian designed and manufactured, this ultra-compact battery-powered portable sub is compatible with all products in the EXM Mobile series, and includes Bluetooth streaming technology.
- Weighing in at only 30 lbs, the EXM Mobile Sub can be carried in one hand.

1 DAY: $10  1 WEEK: $20
FRI or SAT: $14  1 MONTH: $40

ASK FOR DETAILS ON PURCHASING YOUR RENTAL  RENTAL PAYMENTS ACCEPTED
YXL10P
YXL SERIES 10” HORN 1000W PEAK
ACTIVE CABINET
Lightweight yet powerful, Yorkville’s new YXL line promises high definition and power in easily manageable formats.

1 DAY: $6  1 WEEK: $11
FRI or SAT: $8  1 MONTH: $22

YXL12P
YXL SERIES 12” HORN 1000W PEAK
ACTIVE CABINET
An all-purpose speaker designed with the Musician & DJ in mind.

1 DAY: $6  1 WEEK: $12
FRI or SAT: $8  1 MONTH: $24

ECOFLOW
DELTA1300 PORTABLE POWER STATION
The new standard of battery-powered generators.

- Recharge from 0% to 80% within one hour
- 6x 1800W AC Outlets & 1260Wh capacity enables EcoFlow DELTA to power most home appliances and heavy-duty DIY tools under 1800W with 1260Wh capacity
- Can be fully recharged by solar panels in about 4 hours, and fully charged through a 12/24V carport
- Compatible with a wide range of devices

1 DAY: $44  1 WEEK: $88
FRI or SAT: $58  1 MONTH: $175

UNIVERSAL AUDIO
OX AMP TOP BOX
Get legendary studio tones from your tube amp. Anywhere, at any volume.

- Play and record your tube amp in its perfect tonal sweet spot
- Instantly audition dozens of album-quality mic and guitar cabinet emulations with front panel “Rig” control
- Pair your amp to the world’s best reactive load, with boutique UA analog quality - built for years of home and studio use

1 DAY: $30  1 WEEK: $60
FRI or SAT: $40  1 MONTH: $120

THROUGH ELECTRONIC BANKING & TELPAY | ASK ABOUT SCHOOL BAND RENTALS
*Other models are available in-store. Call the location nearest you for details. Not all models available at all locations. Rates are subject to change without notice. $5.00 minimum required for rental.

YAMAHA NP-32B 76-KEY ELECTRIC PIANO
- 1 DAY: $6
- 1 WEEK: $12
- FRI or SAT: $8
- 1 MONTH: $24

YAMAHA P125B COMPACT 88-KEY DIGITAL PIANO
- 1 DAY: $13
- 1 WEEK: $25
- FRI or SAT: $17
- 1 MONTH: $49

ROLAND FP-30X WEIGHTED KEY DIGITAL PIANO
- 1 DAY: $15
- 1 WEEK: $30
- FRI or SAT: $20
- 1 MONTH: $59

ROLAND RD-2000 88-KEY DIGITAL STAGE PIANO
- 1 DAY: $50
- 1 WEEK: $100
- FRI or SAT: $66
- 1 MONTH: $199

YAMAHA MODX8 88-KEY GHS ACTION SYNTHESIZER
- 1 DAY: $38
- FRI or SAT: $50
- 1 WEEK: $75
- 1 MONTH: $149

PORTABLE KEYBOARDS
- From:
  - 1 DAY: $5
  - FRI or SAT: $7
  - 1 WEEK: $10
  - 1 MONTH: $20

ROLAND FA-06 61-KEY MUSIC WORKSTATION
- 1 DAY: $30
- FRI or SAT: $40
- 1 WEEK: $60
- 1 MONTH: $120

KORG PA-700 61-KEY ARRANGER WORKSTATION WITH TOUCHSCREEN
- 1 DAY: $28
- FRI or SAT: $37
- 1 WEEK: $55
- 1 MONTH: $110

SYNTHESIZERS
- From:
  - 1 DAY: $9
  - FRI or SAT: $12
  - 1 WEEK: $18
  - 1 MONTH: $36

NORD ELECTRO 6D 61-KEY SEMI-WEIGHTED WATERFALL KEYBOARD
- 1 DAY: $46
- FRI or SAT: $61
- 1 WEEK: $91
- 1 MONTH: $182

TRAYNOR BLOCK SERIES 200w KEYBOARD AMP
- BLOCK 10
  - 1 DAY: $8
  - FRI or SAT: $11
  - 1 WEEK: $16
  - 1 MONTH: $32

  BLOCK 12
  - 1 DAY: $9
  - FRI or SAT: $11
  - 1 WEEK: $17
  - 1 MONTH: $33

DRUM MACHINES
- From:
  - 1 DAY: $6
  - FRI or SAT: $8
  - 1 WEEK: $11
  - 1 MONTH: $22

ASK FOR DETAILS ON PURCHASING YOUR RENTAL / RENTAL PAYMENTS ACCEPTED
MAPEX DRUM KITS
From:
1 DAY: $8
FRI or SAT: $10
1 WEEK: $15
1 MONTH: $29

PEARL EXPORT 5-PIECE DRUM KITS
From:
1 DAY: $17
FRI or SAT: $22
1 WEEK: $33
1 MONTH: $65

ELECTRONIC KITS
From:
1 DAY: $9
FRI or SAT: $12
1 WEEK: $18
1 MONTH: $35

ALESIS STRIKEPROSE ELECTRONIC KIT
From:
1 DAY: $63
FRI or SAT: $63
1 WEEK: $125
1 MONTH: $250

ROLAND TD-17KVS-COM ELECTRONIC KIT
From:
1 DAY: $25
FRI or SAT: $33
1 WEEK: $50
1 MONTH: $100

DRUM SHIELD
(132172)
1 DAY: $10
FRI or SAT: $13
1 WEEK: $19
1 MONTH: $38

SNARE DRUMS
From:
1 DAY: $2
FRI or SAT: $3
1 WEEK: $4
1 MONTH: $8

MAPEX MPX-MK14D STUDENT SNARE KIT WITH BACKPACK
(305920)
1 DAY: $3
FRI or SAT: $4
1 WEEK: $6
1 MONTH: $12

TRAYNOR DW10-DR DRUM AMP
(484049)
1 DAY: $9
FRI or SAT: $12
1 WEEK: $18
1 MONTH: $35

YAMAHA EAD10 ELECTRONIC ACOUSTIC DRUM MODULE
(515295)
1 DAY: $10
FRI or SAT: $14
1 WEEK: $20
1 MONTH: $40

INQUIRE ABOUT OUR MAPEX HARDWARE LINEUP
including double pedals, hi-hat stands, boom stands, and thrones available to rent!

INQUIRE ABOUT OUR TOP-SELLING RIDES, HI-HATS, AND CRASHES
from Sabian, Zildjian, Paiste, and Meinl available to rent!

INQUIRE ABOUT OUR PERCUSSION RENTALS
including tambourines, congas, bongos, djembes, Cajons, and tablas!
SCHOOL BAND
RENTAL PROGRAM
2021-22

$2 INSTRUMENT PROTECTION COVERAGE

FOR JUST $2/MONTH OR $20/SCHOOL YEAR, Long & McQuade will cover the full value of the instrument in case of loss, theft or damage, for the duration of the rental.

If the option is not taken, you are responsible for 25% of the selling price if the instrument is destroyed, lost or stolen.

Electric guitars, acoustic guitars, digital pianos, alto flutes, bass flutes, Eb soprano clarinets, Eb alto clarinets, piccolo trumpets, pro woodwind mouthpieces, Eb/D trumpets, and instrument amplifiers.

Rates depend on brand and selling price.

All prices are subject to change without notice.

Rates do not include taxes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Monthly Rental</th>
<th>School Year Rental</th>
<th>Premium Monthly Rental</th>
<th>Premium Yearly Rental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLUTE</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARINET</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALTO SAX</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENOR SAX</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUMPET</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TROMBONE</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Rental rates vary depending on value of instrument.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Monthly Rental Starting From</th>
<th>School Year Rental Starting From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piccolo</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oboe</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bassoon</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bass Clarinet</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baritone Sax</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single French Horn</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double French Horn</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baritone</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euphonium</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuba</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell or Snare Kit</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Piece Drumset</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bass Guitar w/ Amp</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violin</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viola</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cello</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bass</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instrument Care Kits from $14.50
Music Folders from $0.99
Music Stands from $16.99
Metronomes from $26.99

Tuners from $22.99
Reeds from $18.75/box
Reed Guards from $8.99
Manuscript Books from $3.30

ALSO AVAILABLE TO RENT:

Recommended Accessories

FOR JUST $2/MONTH OR $20/SCHOOL YEAR, Long & McQuade will cover the full value of the instrument in case of loss, theft or damage, for the duration of the rental.

If the option is not taken, you are responsible for 25% of the selling price if the instrument is destroyed, lost or stolen.

Electric guitars, acoustic guitars, digital pianos, alto flutes, bass flutes, Eb soprano clarinets, Eb alto clarinets, piccolo trumpets, pro woodwind mouthpieces, Eb/D trumpets, and instrument amplifiers.

Rates depend on brand and selling price.

All prices are subject to change without notice.

Rates do not include taxes.
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If the option is not taken, you are responsible for 25% of the selling price if the instrument is destroyed, lost or stolen.

Electric guitars, acoustic guitars, digital pianos, alto flutes, bass flutes, Eb soprano clarinets, Eb alto clarinets, piccolo trumpets, pro woodwind mouthpieces, Eb/D trumpets, and instrument amplifiers.

Rates depend on brand and selling price.

All prices are subject to change without notice.
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ELITE SERIES ACTIVE PA CABINETS

The next generation of Yorkville’s flagship portable speaker series. Get stronger, louder, and clearer sound.

- High output, high quality and extremely durable dedicated front of house box
- Completely redesigned next generation Elite cabinet
- ABS-coated birch plywood cabinet construction
- Multiband DSP limiting with 4 preset playback performance modes
- iOS and Android app for added cabinet control
- Made in Canada

ELITE 600w 10” + HORN ACTIVE PA CABINET

(524892)

1 DAY: $15 1 WEEK: $30
FRI or SAT: $20 1 MONTH: $60

ELITE 1200w 12” + HORN ACTIVE PA CABINET

(496330)

1 DAY: $18 1 WEEK: $35
FRI or SAT: $24 1 MONTH: $70

ELITE 1200w 15” + HORN ACTIVE PA CABINET

(496333)

1 DAY: $19 1 WEEK: $38
FRI or SAT: $25 1 MONTH: $75

Also introducing four new Elite Subwoofers; the ES12p, ES15p, ES18p, and ES21p.

XVIVE-U4 2.4 GHZ WIRELESS IN-EAR MONITOR SYSTEM

Delivering great sounding audio to your favourite in-ear monitors!

- Features a 2.4 GHz wireless band, 20 Hz to 20 kHz frequency response, and less than 5 ms latency.
- Works up to 27m range and includes a USB charging cable providing a five-hour battery life.
- One transmitter can send signal to multiple receivers to create monitoring for the entire band.
- Also available: XVIVE-U3 Wireless Microphone System, and XVIVE-U2 Wireless Guitar System

1 DAY: $8 1 WEEK: $15
FRI or SAT: $10 1 MONTH: $30

XVIVE-U3 Wireless Microphone System

(723737)

1 DAY: $8 1 WEEK: $15
FRI or SAT: $10 1 MONTH: $30

XVIVE-U2 Wireless Guitar System

(723736)

1 DAY: $8 1 WEEK: $15
FRI or SAT: $10 1 MONTH: $30

XVIVE-U3 Wireless Microphone System

(723737)

1 DAY: $8 1 WEEK: $15
FRI or SAT: $10 1 MONTH: $30

XVIVE-U2 Wireless Guitar System

(723736)

1 DAY: $8 1 WEEK: $15
FRI or SAT: $10 1 MONTH: $30

XVIVE-U3 Wireless Microphone System

(723737)

1 DAY: $8 1 WEEK: $15
FRI or SAT: $10 1 MONTH: $30

XVIVE-U2 Wireless Guitar System

(723736)

1 DAY: $8 1 WEEK: $15
FRI or SAT: $10 1 MONTH: $30

XVIVE-U3 Wireless Microphone System

(723737)

1 DAY: $8 1 WEEK: $15
FRI or SAT: $10 1 MONTH: $30

XVIVE-U2 Wireless Guitar System

(723736)
WHY BUY from Long & McQuade

HUGE SELECTION
Whether you’re looking for a flugelhorn or the latest Special Edition Gibson guitar, you’ll find it with us. You can enjoy the convenience of seeing and comparing various options all under one roof and can often walk away with your product of choice.

30 DAY PRICE GUARANTEE
Long & McQuade will match the verified price of any in-stock product from any retailer in Canada, both at the time of purchase and up to 30 days after purchase.

WHY RENT from Long & McQuade

INEXPENSIVE RENTAL RATES
Whether you’re looking to rent a sound system for a weekend or a guitar for a month, our rates are set with one thing in mind – to make instruments available to people in an easy and affordable manner.

EASY RENEWAL OPTIONS
It’s easy to extend your rental – simply stop by, call or email us.

NO LONG-TERM COMMITMENTS
You choose the length of your rental. We offer daily, weekly and monthly rates, as well as special school year rates for students. And if you decide to return your rental before the period is over, we’ll refund you for the time remaining.

ONE-STOP RENTING!
We rent musical instruments, sound equipment, lighting and DJ gear for concerts and jam sessions, pro and home studios, parties and weddings, church and sporting events – and much more.

with locations from St. John’s to Victoria.

Visit long-mcquade.com/locations for the location nearest you.